the multi-slice 2D context. Typically, several LL phases are acquired to perform a three parameter fit. A correction is then applied to account for modulation of the longitudinal magnetization (M z ) as a result of the b-SSFP acquisition [1] . Through simulations [2] , the modulation of M z can be shown to become negligible with increasing excitation angle and increasing T1. In this limit, the two parameter IR equation S = M o (1 -2e -TR/T1 ) can be used to obtain M o and T1. Accordingly, our acquisition combines 3D slab acquisition (to provide higher SNR) with a low flip angle (10°) so that M z recovery is minimally affected by flip angle. Each inversion pulse is followed by three phases of a 3D slice encoded (k z step) single-shot (all k y phases) b-SSFP acquisition. This is followed by a dead time during which M z further recovers. To allow for full recovery of CSF M z , a TR on the order of 18-20 seconds would be needed, resulting in a prohibitively long scan time. Therefore, we introduced a modulation of the dead-time, so that the TR of each shot varies from a shorter TR (e.g. 5s) at the edges of k z -space to a very long TR (e.g. 18s) at the center of k z space. Thus, the effective TR corresponds to full recovery of even long T1 species. Figure 1 shows the effect on slice profile of varying the TR from 5s to 18 s using a four term Blackman-Harris (B-H) window compared with constant TRs of 18s or 5s. MRI experiments: Phantoms with 2 different T1s and 6 healthy volunteers were imaged under an IRB approved protocol. A 3T Philips Achieva (release 2.5.3) scanner was used with all system and FDA related parameters calculated based on the minimum sequence time (i.e. dead time 
Results: In phantoms (Table 1), comparison of CORTLL and MORTLL to IR-SE (gold standard)
showed comparable T1 values for the long T1 phantom but a considerably lower value (8.6%) for 8phase CORTLL with the short T1 phantom. In volunteers, the T1 map was robust to errors due to B1 inhomogeneity which are entirely captured in the M 0 map (see Fig 2) . Furthermore, the T1 maps using the three techniques are qualitatively similar (Fig. 3) Computed values of T1 for GM, WM and CSF across the six volunteers (Fig.4) are comparable, although there is a 7.8% difference in CSF T1 between CORTLL and MORTLL. T1 values for GM and WM measured by MORTLL was within 3% of that measured by IR-SE, while CORTLL underestimated these values by 8% and 10%. For two volunteers, T1 maps were also obtained with constant TR and the 3 phase acquisition scheme. The values were found to differ by a mere 1%, 0.95% and 0.5% in WM, GM and CSF, respectively. Average values for WM, GM and CSF were 755±10.1ms, 1202±9.4ms and 4482±71ms, respectively.
Discussion:
A new technique for accurately mapping T1 values in the brain has been described here. The use of 3D b-SSFP and a low flip angle minimally perturbs the IR curve, thus a 3 phase LL with 2 parameter fit may be used. Simulations show that for α=10°, the 3 phase LL with 2 parameter fit for TIs used results in errors of 0.46%, 0.44% and 0% for WM, GM and CSF respectively. This obviates the need for a larger number of LL phases (which compromises resolution and/or scan time) as used in previous works [1] . In addition, the IR curve is not influenced by B1 inhomogeneity, so that the T1 maps are B1 independent, an advantage over dual flip angle T1 mapping techniques which require B1 mapping for accuracy [3] . Modulation of TR [4] increases scan efficiency by about 50% and allows the effective TR to be tailored to the maximum T1, making the technique suitable for measuring long T1 species. Worst case estimates on error (due to modulated TR) using simulations with acquired data show the error to be less than 6%. The T1 values obtained in WM, GM and CSF are comparable to those obtained using IR-spin echo imaging (gold standard) as well as 8 phase LL with a three parameter model and correction [1] .
